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Highlights 

● All agree that LRs shall not be imposed on others; this is not current practice. 
● Presenting both an LR, and the basis for it, is current best practice. 
● LRs should not only be assigned where adequate empirical information is available. 
● Even when an opinion is purely subjective, it should be in the form of an LR. 
● The LR is the single most informative summary of evidential weight. 
 

Abstract 

Recently, Lund and Iyer (L&I) raised an argument regarding the use of likelihood ratios in court. In our view, 
their argument is based on a lack of understanding of the paradigm.  L&I argue that the decision maker 
should not accept the expert’s likelihood ratio without further consideration.  This is agreed by all parties.  
In normal practice, there is often considerable and proper exploration in court of the basis for any 
probabilistic statement. We conclude that L&I argue against a practice that does not exist and which no one 
advocates.  Further we conclude that the most informative summary of evidential weight is the likelihood 
ratio.  We state that this is the summary that should be presented to a court in every scientific assessment 
of evidential weight with supporting information about how it was constructed and on what it was based. 
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Introduction 

Peer-reviewed publications in statistics (e.g., [1-10]), law (e.g., [11-20]) and forensic science (e.g., [21-30]) 
have extensively discussed the evaluation and presentation of evidence to a court for over 40 years.  
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Although we may not yet be the majority, the consensus in the forensic statistics, forensic science, and 
academic legal communities has moved towards a Bayesian approach, and in particular, the assignment of 
the likelihood ratio (LR).  Authoritative publications (e.g., [31-47]) and a lengthy list of key quotes and 
references in Supplementary Material 1 demonstrate this. 

Lund & Iyer [48] (hereafter “L&I”) raised the following argument:  

Consider the equation:  Posterior oddsDM = LRDM x prior oddsDM     (1) 

where DM stands for the decision maker (this is L&I Equation 1).  They suggest that substitution of the 
expert’s likelihood ratio, LRExpert, for LRDM (this is L&I Equation 2) has “no basis in Bayesian decision theory…” 
(L&I  page 3).  They further suggest, “it is necessary to conduct an uncertainty evaluation regarding the 
potential difference between LRDM and LRExpert, requiring consideration of the range of results attainable 
under a wide-ranging and explicitly defined class of models” (L&I page 3).  They then go on and perform a 
sensitivity analysis only on LRExpert, and not on any difference between LRDM and LRExpert. This argument, if 
valid, would seem to apply to any information passed from an expert witness to the fact finders.  This would 
include any probabilistic statement whether LR-based or otherwise.   

We are concerned about potential retrogression of interpretation science, with powerful negative impacts 
on the effective delivery of forensic science – as a result of an incorrect interpretation of theory.  The risk is 
real.  The argument posed by L&I was forwarded in an Australian case on the 23rd of October 2017, 11 days 
after its appearance: stimulated, no doubt, by somewhat sensationalist press coverage [49]. 

G.S. Morrison’s response [50] correctly identifies L&I’s main argument against the use of an LR as a “straw 
man argument”.  In the following sections we discuss this in detail. 

Logical fallacy: L&I’s straw man argument 

L&I state on page 3: 

“Our paper explicitly identifies the swap from Eq. (1) to Eq. (2) as having no basis in Bayesian decision 
theory” 

and begin their “List of Concerns” on page 6 with: 

“The recommendation that an individual substitute someone else’s LR for his or her own, as 
represented in Eq. (2), is indefensible, rather than normative, under the subjective Bayesian 
paradigm.” 

These statements are significantly misleading.  No one advocating the Bayesian approach to evidence 
evaluation has ever argued against the self-evident truth that a trier of fact updates their prior odds with 
their own personal LR to obtain their own personal posterior odds according to Eq. (1).  L&I’s suggestion of 
the contrary with the words “swap” and “recommendation” in their paper is a wrong interpretation of 
theory: this is their straw man argument.1  Contrary to their assertions, we completely agree with L&I that 
their Eq. 2 is indefensible.  However, to our knowledge, no one has ever suggested this swap, let alone 
recommended it.  L&I do not give any reference for such a recommendation. 

If our previous writings did not explicitly address this implausible view, we explicitly state here: 

To update their prior odds to their posterior odds, a trier of fact must assign their own LR. 

However, it is very unlikely that triers of fact think explicitly in terms of prior and posterior odds.  To that 
extent, the argument and concern over fact finders’ use of an LR is more academic and theoretical than 
practical. 

                                                           
1 A straw man argument is a logical fallacy where a person attacks a claim or argument that was never made by the opposing 
party.   
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Misconception about how the trier of fact assigns their likelihood ratio 

On page 6, L&I state: 

“However, there are many reasons why an LR value offered by the expert may differ from that of the 
DM.” 

Yes, of course, the LR of the DM may differ from the LR of the expert!  This statement does not recognise 
that this is a standard and legally enshrined aspect of the fact-finding process.  As a consequence of their 
straw man argument (see previous section), L&I focus on the question “whose likelihood ratio?”, whereas 
the question of interest is “how does the trier of fact assign their own likelihood ratio?” 

The trier of fact cannot assign their likelihood ratio LRDM for the evidence without the expert witness’s 
testimony on this evidence.  In the fact-finding process, a forensic scientist is an expert witness that 
possesses the required knowledge for evaluating the scientific results in forensic science.  It is the forensic 
scientist’s legal obligation to present to the trier of fact an assessment of the scientific results with regard to 
the issue of interest to the court.  This value of the evidence takes the form of an LR.2,3  It is broadly accepted 
that there is no other statistical value that represents the value of the evidence (or weight of evidence) with 
regard to two competing propositions either at all, or as well. The forensic scientist assigns her LRExpert using 
the most appropriate methods and data available given her expert knowledge, results of validation studies, 
and the relevant contextual information available to her (this includes the collection of scenarios that are 
being considered by the trier of fact).  The fact-finding process unfolds as follows: 

1. The forensic scientist informs the trier of fact of the scientific results and what these results mean 
with regard to the issue of interest to the court.  The latter information is summarized as the LRExpert.  
It is the forensic scientist’s job to explain her LRExpert to the trier of fact. This explanation includes, but 
is not limited to, the propositions considered, her assignment of probabilities of the observations 
given the truth of these propositions, the methods used, the robustness of these methods, the 
validation of these methods, the scientific principles underlying these methods, the peer-reviewed 
literature on these methods, the scientist’s qualifications, her performance in organised assessments 
of competence, and the laboratory’s accreditation. 

2. The forensic scientist is cross-examined.  The forensic scientist responds to counter views by other 
scientists, and may be required to consider the probability of the evidence given further propositions 
at the direction of the court.  

3. The judge or jury form their personal view which might be visualised as a likelihood ratio, LRDM, 
although it is certainly not this formal. The jury accepts the scientist’s likelihood ratio LRExpert, rejects 
it, or modifies it as their own.  Hence, the jury has the choice of believing, not believing, or partially 
believing the expert witness. 

The jury members are not obliged to use Bayes’ theorem.  What is important is that the jury members will 
have had the benefit of hearing an explanation of the pertinent expert considerations in arriving at a 
balanced assessment of the probative value of the evidence. 

At the end of their Discussion section, L&I conclude (page 22): 

“More broadly, objective descriptions of procedures followed and outcomes obtained throughout 
investigation of the case and broader experience may present a promising path to ensuring 
transferability of information from a forensic scientist to DMs.” 

                                                           
2 Note that in statistics this value is called a Bayes factor.  In forensic science, the Bayes factor is commonly referred to as the 

likelihood ratio (LR).  To facilitate understanding in the forensic community, we use the term “likelihood ratio” in this paper. 
3 The term weight of evidence dates back to Alan Turing, who defined the weight of evidence as the logarithm (base 10) of the 
likelihood ratio ([51] p. 63).  
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Far from being a novel vision of the fact-finding process, this no more than a description of the current state 
of affairs. 

Misconception about the formulation of propositions  

In a section entitled “Whose Scenarios?” L&I state (page 6): 

“…the LR still depends upon the collection of scenarios that are considered as well as the corresponding 
weights given to them by the DM, neither of which is known to the expert.” 

and 

“The question remains: How sensitive is the LR value to any particular definition of a relevant 
population?” 

Formulating a relevant pair of propositions is an essential step in the process of evaluating the forensic 
scientist’s results.  A relevant pair of propositions is one that represents the collection of scenarios and the 
population considered by the DM at an appropriate level in the hierarchy of propositions [52, 53] that the 
forensic scientist can help with (e.g., [54-56]). For the past 20 years, the theory that is known as Case 
Assessment and Interpretation (CAI) [53, 57-62] has emphasized the importance of communicating the 
information required by the expert to formulate a relevant pair of propositions.  Ideally the collection of 
scenarios and the population considered by the DM are determined in discussion with the prosecution and 
defence.4   

An expert’s LR value for a pair of source level propositions depends on the definition of the relevant 
population, which in its turn depends on the alternative proposition.  This is not a question that remains. 
This is the reason why our publications explain how to formulate propositions, and emphasize the 
importance of formulating a relevant pair of propositions (e.g., [55, 56, 63-68]). 

Misconception about the Bayesian definition of a probability function 

On page 6, L&I state: 

“…probability functions Pr[y|x,Hj] (j=0,1,…,N) are rarely known in any authoritative sense” 

and on page 20: 

“…any provided LR value would require an accompanying uncertainty statement (…) characterizing the 
analyst’s belief regarding its deviation from the “true value”, which the Bayesian paradigm defines as 
the LR value a given DM would arrive at following careful review of the complete body of evidence 
considered by the expert.” 

These statements are incorrect from a Bayesian perspective.  In the Bayesian approach, probability functions 
are not “known”.  A probability function is a description of a state of knowledge, and therefore an LR is a 
description of a state of knowledge (e.g.,[69, 70]).  There is no such thing as a “true value” of the LR. There 
is LRexpert that is based on the expert’s state of knowledge and LRDM that is based on the DM’s state of 
knowledge. 

The truth lies in the propositions: either the prosecution proposition is true or the defence proposition is 
true.  But the truth or otherwise of each of these is not something for the expert to consider.  It is not the 
expert’s role to make statements about the propositions (e.g., [71] p. 27).  It is important to emphasize that 
the Bayesian definition of a probability function does not make the expert’s probability functions arbitrary.  

                                                           
4 Ideally, the communication of this information takes place before the expert’s testimony, yet unfortunately this 
communication sometimes only occurs in court. 
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On the contrary, calibration of LRs (e.g., [72, 73]) and extensive validation studies (e.g., [46, 74, 75]) 
demonstrate the appropriateness of the numerical values of LRs reported by experts. 

Confusion between the weight of evidence and the communication of the weight of evidence 

L&I state (page 2):  

“Practitioners adhering to Bayesian principles appear to consider likelihood ratio to be the only logical 
approach for expert communication...” 

on page 20: 

“…our concerns apply to any framework motivating the use of an LR as a means for experts to 
communicate their findings.” 

and on page 23: 

“Additionally, we hope the forensic science community comes to view the LR as one possible, not 
normative or necessarily optimum, tool for communicating to DMs.” 

We carefully separate the concept of value of the evidence (or weight of evidence) from how this value 
should be communicated to the trier of fact.  The former is logically an LR.  The matter of communication is 
open for discussion and any suggestions for improvement would be welcomed by the community.  
Communication of the LR to the trier of fact does not require the normative theory of Bayesian theory or 
Bayesian reasoning. 

L&I make the reasonable statement that the trier of fact may need additional information from the expert 
witness in order to inform her “accept, reject, or partially accept” decision.  Forensic scientists are prepared 
for, and readily are presenting information about the principles and assumptions on which any opinion is 
based.  We agree with Morrison [50]: 

“Transparent implementation of the likelihood ratio framework (...) is actually the solution to the 
problem.” 

Sensitivity Analysis 

Central to the discussion in L&I is an assessment of sensitivity.  In their example, they examine the range of 
models that may be fitted to one set of data.  While doing a sensitivity analysis is good practice, this particular 
choice often represents a small fraction of the variation in LRs that can be obtained.   

It is little recognized that there are inevitable judgements in any assignment of probability.  If we consider 
even the simplest situations such as the roll of a die, there are many assumptions.  Any realistic problem 
tends to involve many of these.  The logical sequel of this is that any summary statistic, whether an LR or 
not, is based on a number of judgements which have occurred prior to the numerical aspects.  There is an 
understandable, but unhelpful, tendency by metrologists to concentrate on those numerical aspects of 
uncertainty that they believe that they can assess.  The best we can offer the court - and we are only obliged 
to offer the best evaluation of the evidence available, not some hypothetical and unattainable perfect 
evaluation of the evidence - is our best assessment of the factors underlying any summary.  This value of the 
evidence is open to examination, often vigorous.  This is common ground among all forensic scientists.   

The L&I proposal is the status quo 

L&I suggest the use of the LR combined with a sensitivity analysis.  We broaden this from the modelling 
choices to include all choices and to any type of evidence, whether offered by an LR or any other method.  
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This is normal practice.  In testimony, choices and assumptions in the evaluation of evidence are often 
explored, sometimes in depth. 

Conclusion 

L&I try to contribute to the way we analyse the sensitivity of our LR to various modelling assumptions and 
parameters. Almost certainly unwittingly they make a number of false assumptions about the current 
practice in using LRs. They proceed to reject practices that do not exist and suggest an approach that is 
already in place. This does not only result in a straw man argument, but also risks the rejection of progress 
made in forensic science. 

Their argument supposes that forensic scientists would impose their LR on the decision maker (DM). In 
reality however, the DM will only use the expert’s LR if they agree or trust the expert to do better than 
themselves. They might defer to someone more knowledgeable but they are not obliged to do so. The DM 
can accept, reject, or adapt the expert’s LR. Free appreciation of evidence by the DM is enshrined in most 
codes of law. 

L&I perpetuate the age-old misconception that LRs should be used only where “adequate empirical 
information is available” and precise calculations can be performed ([48] p. 3 “computing a likelihood ratio”). 
This risks giving experts that cannot assign an LR through calculation the freedom to abandon logic and the 
basic laws of probability theory. Our position is that even when an opinion is purely qualitative it should 
logically be based on a careful consideration of the two questions which inform the numerator and 
denominator of the LR.  Whether qualitative or quantitative, the LR is the key. 

It is good to do a sensitivity analysis. But it should be kept in mind that evidence evaluation is generally about 
order of magnitude and logical assessment, not about computation with many decimal digits. L&I seem keen 
to demand a level of perfection of anyone using LRs that is in stark contrast with the quiet acceptance of 
out-dated practices that abandon logic, such as categorical conclusions. This is where L&I hit a nerve because 
their (implied) message risks harm to progress made in recent years. Especially when L&I note that it “is 
currently being evaluated as a candidate framework for adoption in the United States” ([48] p. 3).  LRs have 
been presented in US courts for over 20 years, and with the implementation of probabilistic genotyping 
software, they are becoming the most common framework for presenting the value of DNA evidence in the 
United States today.  In addition, their framework is increasingly being adopted for presenting the value of 
other evidence in the United States [76]. 
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